Data Protection

Tape & Digital Media Storage
Protects a company’s data system blueprints for rebuilding in the event of a crash or disaster; includes cycled service where data tapes are rotated according to an organization’s schedule.

Offsite Media Relocation
Complete origin to destination relocation management with trained, experienced experts in media relocation; includes Digital Dispatch software and individually bar-coded media for complete accuracy and accountability, able to move within accelerated timeframes when needed.

Online Vault
Online backup of physical documents to keep data safe from human error, hardware malfunctions, computer viruses, natural disasters and even cyber terrorism.

Digital Archiving
A full set of archiving services, including solutions for data and document files, email, instant messages as well as scans and images; ensures information continuity, improves compliance and facilitates eDiscovery.

Secure. Reliable. Easy.
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